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SAY GOODBYE TO FINGER PRICKING AND RETIRE YOUR TEST STRIPS TOO.SAY GOODBYE TO FINGER PRICKING AND RETIRE YOUR TEST STRIPS TOO.

NO NEEDLE, NO BLOOD, NO TEST STRIPS, NO PAIN, NO INFECTION, HUGE SAVINGS.NO NEEDLE, NO BLOOD, NO TEST STRIPS, NO PAIN, NO INFECTION, HUGE SAVINGS.



- Press once along with the OK key, select 
“  y        ” to enter the Advanced Setting Mode.

- After entering the Advanced Settings 
mode:

Press 1 time: Set time

Press 2 times: Set measurement units

Press 3 times: Access memory bank

Press 4 times: Delete memory bank
 

- Press and hold for 5 sec.: 
Turn on the device

- Press once: Confirm 
selection

- Press once: End blood 
glucose testing

Advanced Setting Perform Key

Left , +                                                                                                                        Right , -Up key

AS key

OK key

Applied part: SenSing disk with 
gold plated back

Down key

The correct way is to use your forefinger pulp.             Do not use your forefinger tip.The correct way is to use your forefinger pulp.             Do not use your forefinger tip.

The correct way is to use your thumb pulp.                       Do not use your thumb tip.The correct way is to use your thumb pulp.                       Do not use your thumb tip.

CORRECT                                                                              INCORRECTCORRECT                                                                              INCORRECT

Press 5 times: Blood glucose calibration
                             function
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Battery cover

Please scan this QR Code to download the 
ETM-G01E Non-Invasive Blood Glucose Meter 
User's Manual.



PERFORM BLOOD GLUCOSE TEST

3) A rotating circle on the left side of the screen will appear, indicating that the device is in 
     the testing state. The user can lightly press the upper and lower 2 sensing discs of the 
     device with the thumb and index finger of both hands to start blood glucose testing. 
     Under normal operational conditions, the blood glucose value will appear on the screen 
     of the ETM-G01E approximately 5 to 10 seconds after pressing the 4 sensing discs with the
     four fingers. Press OK  again to turn off the device and end the test.          

 
  

 

 

  To ensure that the test results are accurate, please wash your hands and make sure 
  your fingers are dry and clean before using the device.

  

 FBG stands for “ 8 hours of empty stomach ” FBG stands for “ 8 hours of empty stomach ”

1) Press and hold the OK key for 5 seconds to turn on the device.

2)  Then press the OK key again the screen will display   yy _ _ d d (on medication);  n n _ _ dd 
      (no medication); use the Up and Down keys to select whether medications has been 
      taken.  Press OK to measure your FBG blood glucose. 

 In order to ensure the correct blood glucose test results, the test time point is : 
 [ FBG ] ( Fasting Blood Glucose ).
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ADVANCED SETTINGS MODE

1) Users may want to keep records of all blood glucose test results recorded by the ETM-G01E, 
      or shorten the setup time needed for each subsequent use. This can be done via Advanced 
       Settings.

2) Press and hold the OK key for 5 seconds to turn on the device, then press the AS key once 
      and the screen will display “ y ”, then press OK to select and confirm the Advanced Settings 
      mode. If users do not want to enter Advanced Settings mode, press the Up or Down key 
      and the screen will then display “ n ”. Then press OK to select not entering the Advanced 
      Settings mode and return to the factory default mode.               
     
3) Press the AS  key one time to enter the time settings.                      

 

 

   

  5) Press and hold the OK  key for 5 seconds to turn on the device. 
 

The device will flash “ 2019 ” for the year. Select the year, month, 
day, hour and minute by using the Up and Down keys to make 
your selection, press OK to confirm and turn off the device. 

Press and hold the OK keys for 5 seconds to turn on the device. 
Then press the AS key two times to display the blood glucose unit 
settings. Use the Up and Down keys to set the blood glucose units 
to mg/dL or mmol/L and press OK to confirm and turn off the 
device. 

Then press the AS key three times to read the recorded data. 
Use the Up and Down keys to select which record you want to
view and press OK to confirm. Press OK again to turn off the device.       

6) Press and hold the OK  key for 5 seconds to turn on the device. 

 

 
Then press the AS key four times to delete all recorded data.  After 
the screen displays dEL , “ - - - ” will appear after pressing the OK key, 
meaning all records have been deleted.   

4) 

mg/dLmg/dL

MEM
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The ETM-G01E is a true Non-Invasive Blood Glucose Meter that does not require fingerpricks for 
testing blood sugar levels. Blood sugar levels can be accurately measured by lightly pressing the 
four sensing discs on the ETM-G01E device with the thumb and index finger of both hands. 
This eliminates the pain caused by daily fingerpricks for testing and the risk of wound infection.
Furthermore, there is no need to buy expensive and short-lasting blood glucose test strips. It is an 
ideal solution for patients with Type 2 Diabetes and people who want to know their blood glucose 
levels. Our hope is that all users can test their blood glucose daily in a way that is easy, painless and
free of the risk of infection.    
 
  
    
Non-Invasive Blood Glucose Meter, ETM-G01E is intended to replace fingerstick blood 
glucose testing for the quantitative measurement of glucose.  
It is intended for self-testing by patients with Type 2 Diabetes blood glucose at home as 
an aid to monitor the effectiveness of Type 2 Diabetes control. It should not be used for 
the diagnosis of or screening of Type 2 Diabetes. It is not for use in neonates.     

Indications:



Setting up and using the calibration function

  

5) After pressing the OK key to confirm the aforementioned values, the dots 
      on the left of the screen will start to rotate, which indicates the device has 
      entered calibration mode. Lightly press the 2 sensing discs on the top and 
       the 2 sensing discs on bottom of the ETM-G01E device to perform the 
      calibration. It will take about 5 to 10 seconds to complete the calibration. 
      After completing the calibration, the screen will display “ E - C ”, meaning 
      the calibration has completed. Press OK to confirm, the screen will display 
      “ OFF ” and the device will turn off.

6)  After calibration verification is completed, restart the device to measure blood glucose.
      Press and hold the OK key for 5 seconds to turn on the device, the screen will display 
      [ FBG ] ( Fasting Blood Glucose ). Then please press the OK key, the screen will display 
     y__d and n__d, use the Up and Down keys to select whether medications has been taken. 
      and press the OK key to measure your blood glucose.

4)   Select the units digit of the tested blood glucose value by using the Up and Down keys 
      and press the AS key after finishing the selection. Then enter the setting for the tens digit. 
      Likewise, select the tens digit of the tested blood glucose value by using the Up and Down
      keys and press the AS key after finishing the selection. Then enter the settings for the 
      hundreds digit. Likewise, select the hundreds digit of the tested blood glucose value by 
      using the Up and Down keys and press OK to confirm the obtained blood glucose value 
      after finishing the selection. For the aforementioned units digit, tens digit, and hundreds  
      digit, if any correction of the entered 
      number is needed, before pressing OK
      to confirm, use the AS key to move to 
      the number that needs correction and 
      use the Up and Down  keys to select 
      the correct value until the units digit, 
      tens digit, and hundreds digit are all 
      correct, then press the AS key to move 
      the flashing underline to the hundreds digit before pressing OK to confirm. 

2)  Then press the AS key five times and the screen will show “ CAL ” for 
      selecting the calibration function, then press OK key two times to
      confirm and enter the calibration function. 

3)   The screen will display y__d (on medication); n__d 
       (no medication); use the Up and Down keys to select 
       whether medications has been taken. 
       Press OK to confirm, then enter the blood glucose value
       (SERUM) obtained from a recent blood test performed 
       in a hospital or laboratory, then enter the 
       [ FBG ] ( Fasting Blood Glucose ) value.
 

1)  Press and hold the OK key for 5 seconds to turn on the device.

7)  The calibration mode is selected, the device will further customize a blood glucose 
      test for the user to improve the accuracy of blood glucose measurement. 
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1. Patients with renal disease.
2. Patients undergoing dialysis.
3. Those with palmar hyperhidrosis.
4. Patients with implanted electrical stimulation devices 

 (e.g., pacemakers or ICU patients).
5. Those with impaired thumbs or index fingers.

Contraindications:

  

*** The ETM-G01E is not suitable for patients with the conditions listed above. 

 
 

 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION    
1. Palmtop size: 92 * 86 * 24 mm.
2. Power supply: 2 “AAA” batteries (to prevent damage from leakage, use of alkaline batteries 
     is not recommended).
3. Low power consumption: Can typically test 600-1,000 times.
4. Measuring range: 50 ~ 400 mg/dL (3 ~ 22 mmol/L) The Non-Invasive Blood Glucose Meter, 
      the ETM-G01E, can measure blood glucose ranged from 50 ~ 400 mg/dL (3 ~ 22 mmol/L).
5. Operation conditions: 5°C to 40°C; 15% to 90%; 700hPa to 1060hPa.
6. Storage and Transport conditions: -25°C to 70°C; 15% to 90%; 700hPa to 1060hPa.
7. Monochromatic display without backlight.
8. Powers off automatically after 2 minutes idle.     

Trouble Shooting
1. The battery icon flashes: stands for the battery capacity is low

       please insert new batteries the sooner the better.
2. The ETM-G01E meter will not turn on or the display is blank.
      (1) Batteries are dead: Insert new batteries.
      (2) The ETM-G01E is failed: Call your dealer first. 

3. The screen appears “ C-1 ” : please clean the four sensing discs 
       and your thumb and index finger of both hands, then perform 
       the testing again.      

4.  When the blood glucose value is higher than 400 mg/dL (22 mmol/L), 
      the display will show “ HI ”on the other hand, when the value is lower   

      than 50 mg/dL (3 mmol/L), the display will show “  Lo ”.

 

 

***  Display show either " Hi " or " Lo ", proper medical action is strongly recommended. 
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Precautions:

1. The patient is the intended operator of the ETM-G01E.
2. Do not proceed with maintenance and repair when using the ETM-G01E.
3. Patients are allowed to replace battery pack by themselves.
4. Please remove battery pack to avoid battery leakage if the ETM-G01E is not in use for 
      a long period of time.
5. The non-invasive blood glucose meter, the ETM-G01E, can measure blood glucose ranged 
      from 50~400 mg/dL (3~22 mmol/L).
6.   Be sure to clean your fingers and the four sensing discs each time you use the ETM-G01E blood 
       glucose meter.
7.   Do not touch your hand with the other hand during the process of testing and keep your 
       body away from other metal objects.

 

 

, 


